Use of dermal matrix and negative pressure dressings for the treatment of contractures in burn patients

Use de matriz dérmica associado ao curativo por pressão negativa na abordagem da contratura em pacientes queimados

ABSTRACT

Background: Burn patients are initially treated with volume replacement and, importantly, subsequent excision and early grafting of their injuries. These first aid measures improve the progress and survival rates of burned individuals. However, this treatment creates a new challenge in reparative surgery with regard to the management of burn sequelae, which mainly include contractures. In this study, we aimed to assess the effect of artificial dermal matrix application and negative pressure therapy on the treatment of burn sequelae.

Methods: Ten patients with burn contractures were selected for this study and underwent scar contracture release, wound coverage with an artificial dermal matrix (Integra®), and negative pressure dressing according to the standard procedures. Dressing changes were performed every 5 days for 3–4 weeks. A skin graft was then laid on the wound bed. In the pre- and postoperative period, the patients were asked to rate their satisfaction with the aesthetic and functional aspects of the treated region.

Results: In the areas in which the contractures were resected, integration of almost 98% of the dermal regeneration matrix was observed. Also integration was observed in 85% of the grafts used. All the patients reported a significant aesthetic and, in particular, functional improvement of the treated region.

Conclusions: The use of dermal regeneration matrix and negative pressure therapy for the treatment of scar contractures improves the success rate and the aesthetic and functional outcomes of patients with severe burn sequelae.
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RESUMO

Introdução: O aperfeiçoamento no tratamento inicial do paciente queimado, por meio da reposição volêmica e, principalmente, com excisão e enxertia precoce das lesões, resultou em profundo impacto na evolução dos indivíduos queimados, ocorrendo aumento da taxa de sobrevida. Com a maior sobrevida desses pacientes surgiu um novo desafio para a cirurgia reparadora, o tratamento das sequelas de queimaduras, principalmente compostas pelas contraturas. O objetivo deste estudo é demonstrar o uso da matriz dérmica artificial associado a terapia por pressão negativa no tratamento de sequelas de queimaduras. Método: Foram selecionados 10 pacientes com contratura por queimadura. Os pacientes selecionados foram submetidos a liberação da contrataura cicatricial e colocação de matriz dérmica arti-
INTRODUCTION

Before the 1970s, patients with burns over more than one-third of their bodies often died due to burnshock or sepsis. Burn patients are initially treated with volume replacement and, importantly, subsequent excision and early injury grafting. These first aid measures improved the progress and survival rates of burned individuals. The treatment of burn patients has improved, but it has also created a new challenge in reparative surgery with regard to the management of burn sequelae. Burn sequelae can be localized without causing extensive damage to the patient. However, contractures frequently result in the development of limiting and disfiguring scars in patients. Although several attempts have been made to prevent contracture formation, sequelae still occur in specific areas such as the neck, hands, wrists, and armpits. Contractures can cause severe functional impairment, limit daily activities, and result in social isolation. Moreover, skeletal deformities may occur in children and lead to permanent and irreversible sequelae.

To restore impaired function and prevent further deformities, contractures are treated by resection of the affected area and subsequent coverage of the region. Several approaches have been used to treat areas affected by scar contractures, such as primary closure; skin grafting; and Z-plasty-based local, distant, or microsurgical flaps. At present, skin grafts are commonly used after contracture resection. However, patients with scar-induced contractures normally have extensive burns and scarce donor areas that might have already been used several times. Moreover, the small dermis of the graft placed in the recipient area influences the poor quality and resistance of the grafted region, which might result in the formation of new scar contractures.

In this study, we aimed to assess the improvement of functional and aesthetic aspects of contracted regions induced by dermal regeneration matrix application and negative pressure therapy in the treatment of burn sequelae.

METHODS

This study was performed at the outpatient clinic of the Department of Plastic Surgery, Hospital das Clínicas da Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo (São Paulo, SP, Brazil). Ten patients with post-burn scar contractures were selected for inclusion in this study. These patients underwent contracture resection until fibrotic regions were no longer observed. After resection and adequate hemostasis were achieved, a layer of dermal regeneration matrix (Integra®) was placed in the target area using a standard procedure. The matrix was fixed on the edge of the lesion with 5-0 monofilament nylon thread and a negative pressure dressing was applied (continuously and with a pressure of 125 mmHg) above the matrix. Negative pressure therapy was maintained for 2–3 weeks, whereas dressing changes were performed in a sterile environment every 5 days.

After 2–3 weeks, a thin skin graft made with the matrix was placed above the wound bed. This led to another negative pressure dressing (applied continuously and with a pressure of 125 mmHg) above the matrix. Negative pressure therapy was maintained for 2–3 weeks, whereas dressing changes were performed in a sterile environment every 5 days.

RESULTS

In the areas in which the contractures were resected, integration of almost 98% of the dermal regeneration matrix
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Figure 1 – Child with a scar contracture in the cervical region caused by a prior burn that limited extension of the head.

Figure 2 – In A, patient with scar contracture in the cervical region. In B, release of scar contracture and repositioning of the neck. Notice the widespread bloody area within the contracture region. In C, dermal regeneration matrix fixed to the bloody area in the cervical region. In D, negative pressure dressing placed above the dermal regeneration matrix. In E, appearance of the dermal regeneration matrix 3 weeks after the use of the negative pressure dressing. In F, appearance of the grafted area after removal of the negative pressure dressing. In G, 4 months postoperative aspect.

DISCUSSION

Resection followed by total or partial skin graft is the therapeutic approach that is more commonly used for the treatment of contractures. As a total skin graft involves the entire dermis, the advantages of this procedure include the following: less graft contraction, more resistant coverage of the receiving area, lower incidence of new contractures, and superior aesthetic outcomes. However, increased damage to the donor area as well as reduced graft integration has been observed. A partial skin graft causes less damage to the donor area, thus increasing graft integration rate. However, small amounts of dermis increase graft contraction, grafted area sensitivity, and the incidence of new contractures in the treated regions. Moreover, the aesthetic outcome is worse than that obtained using total skin grafts.

A small amount or even lack of dermis is observed in scar contracture areas in patients with burn sequelae, particularly those with major burns. Moreover, potential donor sites were previously used several times or affected by prior burns. Ideally, grafts with the largest possible amount of dermis should be used for the treatment of scar contractures in these patients. However, as mentioned above, thin skin grafting is the more commonly used procedure.

The introduction of the dermal regeneration matrix enabled the option of providing a dermis to these patients, which is usually absent in the area to be treated. One dermal regeneration matrix, Integra®, consists of 2 layers. The upper layer, a silicone template, temporarily functions as an epidermis and prevents fluid loss and microbial invasion. The second layer is porous. Moreover, it is formed by cross-linked bovine collagen and chondroitin-6-sulfate, which constitute a template for dermal regeneration. Infiltrated fibroblasts migrate into this structure, which is quite similar to human tissue, and begin to synthesize the new dermis.

Revascularization of this matrix begins after a minimum of 3 or 4 weeks, thus enabling the skin graft to be appropriately received. Since this structure serves as a human dermis, a thin skin graft may then be used to treat burn patients. Thus, use of dermal matrix regeneration for the treatment of scar contractures in burn patients was observed. Also integration was observed in 85% of the grafts used.

All the patients reported a significant aesthetic and, in particular, functional improvement of the treated region. No further contractures or sequelae in the donor area were detected.
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of contractures combines the advantages afforded by the presence of the dermis in the contracture area with the beneficial effect of a thin skin graft when donor areas are scarce. Several studies in the literature have demonstrated that the use of a dermal regeneration matrix improves functional and aesthetic outcomes. In this study, we observed that the quality of the covered area significantly improved without the occurrence of complications in the donor area or the appearance of additional scar contractures.

The use of negative pressure therapy and its beneficial effects have been described in the literature for several years. It is known that when negative pressure is exerted on the wound bed, excess fluid is removed, area vascularization increases, bacterial concentration is inhibited, and granulation tissue is more rapidly formed\textsuperscript{9,10}.

One of the advantages of using negative pressure therapy for the treatment of scar contractures is that patients do not require immobilization after surgery. This measure is usually taken out of fear of moving the matrix or the graft out the recipient wound bed; however, the negative pressure actually confers stability to the structures below the dressing. Thus, patients have high comfort levels after surgery, which improves the graft acceptance and matrix adhesion\textsuperscript{11}.

Several studies report that the use of negative pressure therapy with dermal regeneration matrix application improved matrix vascularization and adhesion to the recipient bed. This effect reduces the interval required between matrix placement and skin graft surgery. Although no histological studies have demonstrated faster neovascularization, several authors report a reduction of 4–11 days in the interval required between matrix placement and skin grafting\textsuperscript{11}.

In this study, we maintained a period of approximately 3 weeks between Integra\textsuperscript{®} placement and skin grafting since a reduction of this period has not been proven to be effective with the use of negative pressure. However, negative pressure was used to confer a certain level of patient comfort, graft and matrix stability, and particularly, improve recipient wound bed and matrix quality. This procedure improved the integration rates of both the dermal regeneration matrix and the skin graft. The obtained values were similar to those found in the current literature\textsuperscript{11}.

Thus, this new approach for the treatment of scar contracture presents several advantages over traditional procedures. However, a learning curve is required to obtain satisfactory results with dermal matrix regeneration and negative pressure therapy. Moreover, another disadvantage lies in the cost of this treatment, which is a limiting factor for many institutes. Aside from these disadvantages, this treatment for scar contractures should be included among the current procedures, based on the demonstrated satisfactory aesthetic and functional outcomes.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The use of dermal regeneration matrix and negative pressure therapy increase the scar contracture treatment success
rate and improve the functional and aesthetic outcomes of patients with severe burn sequelae.
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